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‘The information contained in this document 
is general information only made available 
to residents of Australia. It has not been 
prepared taking into account any person’s 
particular needs, financial situation or 
objectives and should not be relied upon 
as a substitute for financial, accounting, 
legal, tax or other specialist advice. It is not 
intended to be a recommendation, offer or 
invitation to take up a financial product. 

Please contact me to determine whether 
the information is appropriate for your 
particular needs, financial situation or 
objectives. 

[The content of this document has 
been compiled from various sites and 
professional sources and by an external 
provider. Accordingly, we disclaim all 
responsibility for any loss suffered directly 
or indirectly by reliance on the information 
contained in this document.]”
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Bio 
Ross Ole

Introduction

Faber  est  suae  quisque  fortunae 

Everyone  is  the  artisan  of  their  own  fortune 

Every  day  we  make  judgements  about  risk,  the  outcomes  of  which,  large  or  small,  can  have  
profound  impacts  on  our  health,  our  employment,  relationships  and  financial  wellbeing...

At  Proventus  Planners  we  believe  that  our  
role  is  to  assist  regional  and  remote  medical  
professionals  to  take  control  of  their  financial  
destiny  by  focusing  on  the  risks  that  may  
impact  their  financial  wellbeing.  Whether  it  is  
growing  wealth,  protecting  what  you  have,   
or  planning  your  retirement  and  beyond,  we  
can  help.    

Ross  Ole  B  Agr  Sc,  B  Com,  ADFS  (Financial  
Planning),  a  financial  adviser  since  2007  and  
Principal  since  2010,  is  rural  to  the  core  with  
a  background  in  agribusiness,  rural  banking,  
and  cotton  farming.  He  loves  working  with  
country-based  clients  and  especially  enjoys  
helping  doctors  from  overseas  to  lay  the  
foundation  for  a  sound  financial  future.    

We  offer  video-conferencing  and  use  digital  
technologies  that  enable  you  to  meet  with  
us  and  conclude  business  at  a  time  that  suits  
you,  without  leaving  home. 

If  you  are  a  regional  or  rural  medical 
professional  who  takes  your  financial  destiny  
seriously,  Proventus  Planners  is  the  financial  
advice  firm  for  you. 

 
 
 
 
Why  not  contact  Ross  for  an  obligation  
free  chat  about  any  personal  financial  
issues  that  you  may  have?
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Nothing new 

The title of Fred Schwed junior’s book, “Where 
are the customer’s yachts?” (Schwed, 1940), was 
a phrase purportedly uttered by a visitor to the 
financial district of New York upon seeing the ships 
at anchor belonging to the Wall Street bankers 
and brokers. The book is a satirical look into a Wall 
Street insider’s cynical view of brokers, investment 
trust managers, bankers, investment counsels etc. 
who may or may not have financial super-powers 
and yet make outrageous profits from managing 
other people’s money. Fred Schwed’s book is 
highly relevant to the discussion going on in the 
Australian financial services sector currently. This is 
remarkable because the book was first published 
in 1940. This tends to suggest that exploitation of 
naive investors by the financial services sector has 
been going on for very long time.  

So how do you choose someone to advise you 
about saving and investing who takes their duty of 
care seriously, who actually possesses the expertise 
that they think they have and who won’t charge a 
king’s ransom? Here are a few points to consider. 

Vertical Integration

The Westminster system of government relies on 
an unwritten principle called the “doctrine of the 
separation of powers” which requires that the 
legislature who write the laws, the executive arm 
of government that puts the laws into effect and 
the Judiciary who interpret and adjudicate the 
laws all be independent of each other. Australians 
believe that a fair and just society is threatened 
when this independence is compromised. So it is 
with financial services.  

If your financial adviser is not independent of 
the bank who is lending you money to invest, 
they may receive incentives when your loan is 
approved. Conversely a home loan officer may 
receive a bonus for sending clients to the “in 
house” financial adviser. It is possible that they 
may find the financial reward has the potential to 
be more compelling than your financial wellbeing 
and it is possible that they may be benefiting from 
their advice more than you are. This is known as a 
conflict of interest.
 

Schwed, F. (1940). Where are the Customers’ Yachts: or a hard 

look at Wall Street. Wiley & Sons.
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There is an old saying that “it takes 
a lifetime to learn to be an astute 

investor”. This explains why so many of 
us rely on others, whom we hope possess 

that lifetime investing expertise and 
judgement, to make investments on our 

behalf. There is certainly no shortage of 
people who are happy to charge fees for 
providing their expertise whether it be 

of the lifetime variety or not. 



Rock Star Lifestyle 

Useful intelligence about whether a prospective 
financial adviser or accountant is likely to respect 
your values can sometimes be gleaned from their 
personal social media pages. Look out for opulent 
overseas travel, expensive motor vehicles, race 
horses, lavish lifestyle and be particularly wary of 
a gambling habit. It is also worth noting that some 
advisers who have achieved prominence at the 
recent Financial Services Royal Commission are 
previous winners of industry accolades and awards. 

Complexity and Jargon

Listening to the technical speak of the financial  
whiz kid trying to convince you that they have 
the elixir can be very seductive. Even your friends 
making “bar-b-que” talk about some blue-sky 
investment or a complex structure can make you 
feel inadequate and that you are missing out on 
something. Keep in mind that more complexity 
probably means higher costs, and possibly referral 
fees to other parties, and less savings in retirement. 
As with most things in life, the simple solutions are 
often the best or sometimes complexity can be 
used to hide the truth. 

Being able to predict the future & promises of 
“outperformance”

Ask a room full of people, “who is an above average 
driver?”, and almost everyone will raise their hand. 
Ask a room of investment managers, “whose 
portfolio will outperform their risk benchmark?”, 
and they will all raise their hand. Much has been 
written about share markets being “semi-strong 
form efficient” which means that share prices adjust 
to new publicly available information so rapidly that 
no excess returns can be earned by trading on that 
information. Despite this, the Sharman, the seer 
continues to predict whether the market will go up 
or down, which shares are under-valued and which 
are overvalued, etc.   

The Standard and Poors Index Verses Active (SPIVA) 
Scorecard suggests that their confidence is ill-
founded. For any six-month period about two thirds 
of the active managers, as they are known, will 
under-perform their risk/return benchmark and in 
the longer term, only a few percent will outperform. 
You will be better off in the long term by relying on 
the adviser that does not have a crystal ball. 
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Tax deductions 
you can claim

Check with your accountant

When completing your tax return, you’re entitled to claim 
deductions for some expenses, most of which are directly related 
to earning your income. 

To claim a work-related deduction: 

 » you must have spent the money yourself and weren’t reimbursed
 » it must be directly related to earning your income
 » you must have a record to prove it.

If the expense was for both work and private purposes, you can only claim a deduction for  
the work-related portion. 

The Tax Office website has more information for specific deductions you can claim under the 
following headings:

Casual employees cannot claim work-related expenses until the financial year they receive income. This 
means that if you start casual employment in June but don’t receive income until the next financial year, you 
cannot claim deductions for work-related expenses incurred in June. If you employ someone to assist you in 
your salaried employment, you cannot claim a deduction for employing that person. 

Always seek advice from a tax agent or accountant about tax deductions  
before making a claim.

 » Vehicle and travel expenses – including travel between work and home 
 » Clothing, laundry and dry-cleaning expenses 
 » Gifts and donations 
 » Home office expenses 
 » Interest, dividend and other investment income deductions 
 » Self-education expenses 
 » Tools, other equipment 
 » Other deductions. 
 » Deductions for specific industries and occupations 

Source - ATO

ARTICLE
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Be kind to your 

Executor
- Wills and Estates

If you have been responsible for winding up someone’s estate 
you will know what a burden it can become. 

The best present you can give your executor, is 
an up to date estate plan that reflects your wishes 
and a set of documents that are easy to find. 
Regularly review your will and the beneficiary 
nominations for your superannuation accounts, 
to ensure that they reflect your wishes and are 
updated for any changes in assets which occur 
from time to time. If you have a family trust, make 
sure that it is also up to date.

A typical executor spends a lot of time searching 
for pieces of paper: the will, bank statements, 
insurance policies, birth and marriage certificates, 
divorce decrees, you get the idea. Consider 
putting together a binder that contains 
the items your executor is likely to need 
including:

A list of the important points of contact will be 
invaluable because your executors will spend a lot 
of time on the phone, organizing matters such as 
certified copies of the death certificate, certified 
copies of the issue of probate, the payment 
life insurance policy proceeds, the release of 
superannuation funds to the executor, closure of 
bank accounts etc. You should ensure that your 
executor has access to funds to pay the bills that 
will continue to come in, and expenses such as 
the funeral and legal expenses. Often executors 
make these outlays themselves and have to be 
reimbursed from the estate. Some insurance 
policies provide an immediate payment for this 
purpose. 

Leave some direction about your funeral wishes 
ie cremation v burial, or your choice of music etc. 
The more detail you provide the better. 

 » Where your will is located
 » List of your professional advisers ie 

solicitor, accountant, financial adviser, 
 » Logins and passwords for online services 

including Facebook, Linkedin, Tinder etc,
 » Bank account including credit cards, 

mortgages etc.
 » Superannuation and investment accounts
 » Birth certificate
 » Insurance policies (car, house, life, 

healthcare)
 » Register of real estate and other assets 

Source - Proventus Planners

ARTICLE
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 » Divorce decree
 » Marriage certificate
 » Tax records
 » Centrelink records
 » Vehicle titles
 » Trust deeds

For a smooth transition to the next generation, 
leave specific directions about how your  
personal possessions are to be dealt with 
to reduce the potential for conflict. 
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Home loan offset 
accounts   

Interest earned on spare cash in an interest-bearing account will accrue at a much lower rate 
than your home loan interest rate and will be taxable.

You can put these funds to better use by setting 
up a mortgage offset account or redraw facility to 
reduce the interest bill on your home loan.  
By reducing the interest paid, you can also reduce 
the term of your loan significantly because of the 
power of compound interest. 

For example, over a 30year term with a 5% interest 
rate, a regular balance of $50,000 in an offset 
account over the life of the loan will save around 
$142,000 in interest and pay off the loan 4 years 
and 4 months earlier.

What is an Offset Account

A mortgage offset account is a transaction account 
into which you can deposit your income and 
use it for day-to-day expenses. The balance of 
this account is offset against the amount owing 
on the home loan, and interest payable on the 
mortgage is then calculated on the loan balance 
less funds held in the offset account. Many lenders 
offer mortgage offset accounts with 100% offset 
as a feature with variable home loans. Regular 
repayments are made to the loan as required. If 
your loan is split between fixed and variable you 
may be offered an offset account against the 
variable portion of the loan.

Disciplined or well-organized borrowers will find 
that an offset account not only helps them to 
repay their home loan faster, but it makes an ideal 
contingency fund for emergencies or to pay off 
future debts. However, higher monthly fees may 
be charged on the account and a minimum balance 
requirement may apply.

What is a Home Loan Redraw Facility?

Redraw facilities enable you to withdraw all or 
some of the capital portion of any loan repayments 
you have made which are in excess of your regular 
monthly repayments. For example:

Maria makes $10,000 in extra repayments towards 
her variable rate home loan over four months, but 
halfway through the fourth month she needs some 
of that money to fund a major motor vehicle repair 
bill. Her home loan redraw facility allows amounts 
over $500 to be withdrawn, so Maria withdraws 
$4,000 for the repairs. The amount owing and the 
term of her mortgage have been reduced thanks 
to the four and a half months excess savings in her 
account. She has the extra money to pay for the 
repairs with the benefit of $6,000 left in her redraw 
account for future growth or contingencies.

To establish a home loan offset account or a redraw facility, talk to 
your mortgage broker or home loan lender.

ISSUE 04 | Magazine 2019 - proventusplanners.com.au9
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Take Control of your 
personal enterprise

- Personal finance

According to a friend of mine, running a business is easy.  
He says, “simply ensure that you have more funds coming in 
than going out”. 

Why not apply this rule to managing your personal 
finances as well. In addition to funding the  
“day to day” expenses, we need to plan for 
those larger lumpy capital requirements such 
as purchasing a house, educating children and 
establishing a suitable capital base for retirement. 

Sunk costs and discretionary spending 

It’s a good idea to add up all the sunk costs of your 
personal business. These are the costs which you 
must fund whether you are open for business or 
not, including:

 » Home loan & other repayments,
 » Insurances home, car, personal, Health,
 » Electricity, Rates, Telephones, other 

subscriptions,
 » Motor vehicle, Transport,
 » School fees and
 » Personal and Medical

Using the ASIC Moneysmart expense calculator 
will help. Once you have the annual figure, divide 
it by 26 and now you know how much of your 
fortnightly pay is required just to keep the lights 
on so to speak. 

Deducting the sunk costs from your fortnightly 
nett pay will leave the amount you have for saving 
and discretionary spending. Once you decide how 
much you would like to save each fortnight (say  
10 % of your pay cheque) you establish can 
establish a recurring transfer to move your 
savings amount to an online cash management 
account and the transfer the remainder to your 
discretionary spending account for a good time.  

A good budgeting app can help

These days there are apps for everything including 
managing your cash flow. Many banks now offer 
budgeting tools which are embedded in their 
banking apps. These apps can be synchronized 
with your bank accounts to help you keep track 
your spending and notify you of regular upcoming 
expenses. If your bank doesn’t have a budgeting 
tool, there are plenty of apps such as Moneysoft 
which will sync with your Australian bank accounts 
and track your spending in handy categories. 

Before using an app it is wise to check that it is 
from a reliable source, what functions are provided 
and read the customer reviews.

 
The AISC website, Moneysmart has some very useful information and tools to assist you to 
take control of your financial destiny. 
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Barely a day goes by without the mention of the extraordinary 
growth in the number of self-managed super funds (SMSF) in 
Australia. 

In March 2000, assets in small 
funds (those with less than 
five members, including small 
APRA funds) amounted to $68.7 
billion (APRA Statistics Quarterly 
Superannuation Performance 
March 2015). By December 2017 
assets in SMSFs had grown to 
$721.0 billion (APRA releases 
superannuation statistics for 
December 2017) .

The most common reason people 
give for establishing an SMSF is 
that they want greater control 
over their investments than 
they have in a publicly offered 
fund. They certainly will have 
more control because SMSF 
Trustees are required to establish 
an “investment strategy” and 
they and their advisers will have 
an infinite array of investment 
options, from which select a 
portfolio which is consistent with 
the strategy. 

With sufficient funds invested, 
SMSFs can be cost effective, 
depending on the willingness 
and ability of trustees to manage 
the investments themselves and 
the cost of services out-sourced 
to relevant SMSF industry 
professionals.

But SMSFs are not for everyone. 
SMSFs can be very complex 
and the rules seem to be 
continually changing. Compliance 
obligations are onerous and 
loss of “complying fund” status 
for rule breaches can result in 
the fund being taxed at the top 
marginal tax rate and severe 
penalties. For more than four 
out of five SMSF investors 
that do not wish to invest their 
superannuation in property 
directly and have no desire to 
have this responsibility, “Super 
Wrap” accounts may be of 
interest. 

Super Wraps accounts are an 
administration platform that 
provides access to a very broad 
investment offering without the 
burden of running a separate 
trust and usually at a lower 
cost than SMSFs. Most wraps 
now offer access to ASX 300 
or ASX 500 stocks, a wide 
range of managed funds, cash 
and term deposits, but not to 
direct property. Some also offer 
access to stocks listed on other 
exchanges.

As with the SMSF, all of the 
investment decisions are 
made by the members and 
their advisers, but the wrap 
handles the custody and trustee 
obligations. At the end of 
the financial year the investor 
receives an annual statement and 
all the paperwork, compliance 
obligations including tax 
reporting have been dealt with. 

It is worthwhile comparing and 
contrasting the features of 
SMSFs and Super Wraps before 
you decide which option suits 
you best. 

 

See the following page.
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SMSF v Wrap account  
- Superannuation
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SMSF Super Wrap Account Public Offer Fund

Minimum 
Balance

A starting balance of 
$250,000 or below is 
unlikely to be in the 
client’s best interests.

Varies, typically $20,000 to 
$50,000.

n/a.

Investment 
choice

Potentially any 
investments allowed 
by superannuation 
law, including real 
property, collectibles, 
certain personal use 
assets, privately owned 
companies.

Generally limited to ASX-
listed stocks, stocks listed 
on some foreign exchanges, 
managed funds, term 
deposits and cash. Trustees 
may impose additional 
investment limitations.

Varies from 5 to several 
hundred managed fund 
options, Some funds offering 
direct shares, term deposits, 
and cash.

Trustee

Responsibilities

Members bear the 
responsibilities of a 
trustee.

Members have no trustee 
responsibilities, but do have 
certain responsibilities as 
members.

Members have no trustee 
responsibilities, but do have 
certain responsibilities as 
members.

Tax Efficiency SMSF are generally tax 
efficient, as tax benefits 
ultimately benefit the 
members.

Many Super Wraps report at 
the account level, ensuring 
tax benefits are attributed to 
individual members. Larger 
funds may have greater 
capacity to provide credits 
for CGT losses in the year 
they are incurred. 

Members investments and 
tax benefits are not owned 
directly, but are pooled. Tax 
benefits are not distributed 
to individuals.

Pension 
Payment Issues

Trustee must ensure 
liquidity and minimum 
pension payment 
standards are met.

Usually an automated 
process within the Super 
Wrap platform.

Automated process within 
the fund.

Estate Planning 
Binding Death

May be complex, 
potentially involving 
contingent nominations.

Generally nominate only 
dependants or Legal 
Personal Representative.

Generally nominate only 
dependants or Legal 
Personal Representative.

Estate Planning 
Issues

Surviving members/
trustees may have 
incentives to thwart 
a deceased member’s 
estate planning 
arrangements.

Arms-length trustee 
controls the fund, so valid 
death benefit nominations 
are generally effective.

Arms-length trustee 
controls the fund, so valid 
death benefit nominations 
are generally effective.



Trauma insurance, also known as critical illness or crisis cover, is a form of personal insurance 
that provides a lump sum benefit when you suffer one of the serious, often life-threatening, 
health-related events listed in the policy. 

The One Path Life Ltd 2017 trauma claims statistics are typical 
of the trauma insurance sector. Onepath paid 595 claims with 
an average benefit of $213,076 per claim. 63.2% of claims were 
triggered by cancer, and a further 19.5% by heart attack and 
stroke (Claims paid by Onepath Life in2017).

Other conditions include loss of sight, loss of 
use of a limb, loss of cognitive ability and loss of 
independent existence.   

We have the South African heart transplant 
pioneer, Dr Christian Barnard, to thank for trauma 
insurance. When he noted that his heart transplant 
patients were surviving otherwise fatal heart 
disease but were wiped out financially by the cost 
of the cure, he approached the insurance industry 
for a solution and trauma cover was born.

Why would I need trauma insurance? 

Many people say that in the event of a serious 
illness event such as cancer they would rely on  
the insurance inside their super fund. Trauma 
insurance does not meet the superannuation 
rules and so cannot be held inside super. Income 
protection which can be held in super only  
replaces 75% of your income and cancer can be  
an expensive business. 

Additional expenses include the private health care 
gap, domestic help, gardening help and personal 
care. Courses of Chemotherapy which are not 
covered by the PBS can be as much as $90,000.  

If you are in private practice and don’t carry 
business expenses insurance, you may have to 
face the prospect of having to retain your practice 
staff, employ locums, and fund expenses such as 
rent, insurance etc. What’s more you may require 
additional working capital to build the practice up 
again once you return. 

 

 
Feel free to contact us for more information. 
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What is Trauma Insurance?
- Personal insurance
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Have you ever thought about why the rich get richer and the poor continue to get poorer?  
One factor is the most powerful force in the universe, which is compound interest.

Albert Einstein is credited with saying, “Compound interest is 
the eighth wonder of the world. He who understands it, earns it. 
He who doesn’t, pays it.” I assume by “he”, he also means “she”. 

Compound interest is generated 
when interest earned is added 
to your original deposit so that 
the next time interest is paid to 
your account, it is earned on the 
original deposit plus the interest 
already earned, and so on. It 
creates an exponential increase 
in savings and resembles a 
“snowballing” effect. 

The “rule of 72” is a great 
shortcut, or a “hack” which 
demonstrates the power of 
compound interest and it works 
best for interest rates between  
6 and 10%. 

Imagine if you invested $10,000 
in 1987, and it had returned the 
same rate (capital growth and 
income) as the whole of the 
Australian share market of 9.1%. 
Your investment would have 
doubled every 7.9 years and 
would be worth $101,000 today 
(if you didn’t have to pay tax). 
Over that period the purchasing 
power of your dollar has fallen by 
almost 2.5 times to 41% of the 
1987 dollar, so this investment 
has been a great hedge against 
the impact of inflation (10 fold 
increase v 2.5 times)

In the same way that 
compounding can have a 
wonderful effect on your savings, 
it can have an impact which is 
just as dramatic, but detrimental 
to your borrowings. Those 
struggling to repay their credit 
card debt can attest to just how 
powerful compound interest 
can be. The interest bill for the 
month is often calculated on the 
daily balance and added to the 
balance every month. 

Interest rates charged on your 
credit card balance which is not 
repaid by the due date, can be 
as high as 22% pa. So, if a $5,000 
credit card purchase became a 
“hard core” intractable debt 
for 10years, it would generate 
$31,000 in interest income for 
your credit card provider. 

If that monthly credit card 
interest charge of $83 had 
been invested inside your 
superannuation making say 
6% after tax then it would 
have contributed an additional 
$13,600 to your retirement 
savings over the same period 
instead of boosting the 
retirement savings of your  
bank’s shareholders. 

The higher the interest rate 
and the more frequently the 
interest is charged to the 
account the bigger is the impact 
of interest on your interest. 
The compounding of fees can 
also make a big difference to 
investment returns and to cost  
of borrowing. 

The rule is

Years required 
to double the 
value of an 
investment = 
72 ÷ compound 
annual interest 
rate of return.

Proventus - Financial Planning Magazine for Medical Professionals16
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Here are some strategies 
for harnessing the power  
of compound interest and 
returns. 

 » Always pay your credit card off on time, 
if you have one. 

 » Don’t borrow too much to buy a house 
and make repayments as frequently as 
your lender will allow.

 » Don’t borrow to fund personal 
expenditure such as motor vehicles, 
holidays, consumer goods etc. 

 » Borrow for business purposes 
judiciously.

 » Saving for retirement is like planting a 
tree. The earlier you plant the tree, the 
bigger it will be at retirement. Don’t 
prune it or transplant it unless it is 
absolutely necessary.

See the ASIC Moneysmart website 
for a detailed discussion and some 
useful calculators.

The eighth wonder of the world 
- Compound interest
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As Chief Financial Officer of your family enterprise, loss control and risk management  
are your responsibility. 

Whether it be compliance risk, physical risks or market risks 
almost all have financial impacts. 

Logically, we employ a risk management strategy where the perceived benefit of the risk control 
measure is greater than the pain of that control measure. The benefit of a risk management  
measure can be estimated as the value of the prevented loss multiplied the by the probability of  
that loss occurring. 

Ie: Cost of Control < cost of potential loss x probability of it occurring.

Every day we make hundreds of 
these judgements, the outcomes 
of which, big or small, can 
have profound impacts on our 
lives. So, what are the four risk 
management strategies?

Risk Retention

Risk retention simply involves 
accepting the risk. For instance, 
investing in a lottery ticket has a 
very high probability of resulting 
in a financial loss but I am 
prepared to accept the potential 
loss. Retention is effective for 
small risks that do not pose a 
significant financial threat. 

Risk Avoidance 

I may choose not to play rugby 
league to avoid the risk of injury. 
However, risk avoidance is not 
always practical. 

If I stay in bed today to avoid 
dying on my way to work, I will 
expose my family to probable 
financial distress. 

Risk Reduction

This strategy involves reducing 
the extent or possibility of a 
loss. I will wear a “high viz” vest 
to reduce the risk of being run 
over by a car on my way to work. 
Risk reduction is a worthwhile 
strategy for a wide range of 
personal and financial risks.

Risk Transfer

Some or all of the financial risk 
is borne by another party. The 
most common risk transfer 
strategy is, to transfer the risk 
to an insurance company in 
exchange for a premium.  

Income Protection

Entrepreneurs typically insure 
their assets whether it be a 
shop, factory, stock or even 
livestock against a potential 
loss which might prevent them 
from generating their business 
income. Even though most of the 
doctor’s capital is of the human 
variety, instead of hard assets, 
it is just as important to protect 
the flow of income against 
business interruption. That is why 
we consider income protection 
to be the foundation of a medical 
professional’s personal risk 
protection. The present value 
of a doctor’s income ie value of 
future income in today’s dollars, 
can be in the tens of millions. 

Can you image not insuring it?

 Proventus - Financial Planning Magazine for Medical Professionals18



Reduce your reliance on life insurance 

Managing Risk
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Protecting you and your family’s lifestyle using Personal Insurance

Provision for Debt reduction  » Reduce or eliminate debt if you are disabled.

 » Leave your family debt free on your death.

Protect your partner  » Death or serious illness of a partner can be very traumatic and 
disruptive.

 » This applies to business partners as well.

Protect your family’s 
lifestyle

 » Leave a lump sum to provide income for your family if you die 
prematurely.

 » Supplement your income protection benefit if you are temporarily or 
permanently disabled.

Protect your Retirement 
savings

 » Serious health related events can adversely impact your capacity to 
save for retirement. 

Structure your insurances 
tax and cost effectively.

 » Seek professional advice to structure your cover so that you are 
protected comprehensively and cost effectively, taking into account 
policy structure, superannuation ownership, level premiums etc.

Complementing personal risk insurance with the following strategies will reduce your 
reliance on insurance, save you money and leave you with more money at retirement;

 » Live within your means, 
 » Maintain an emergency fund, 
 » Moderate business risk, 
 » Keep your borrowings to a minimum, 
 » Reduce health risks with a healthy lifestyle, 
 » Ensure that your investments carry the appropriate level of risk for your life stage and 
 » Take risk early in life and moderate as you get older.

We can help you find the right approach for your lifestyle and circumstances, giving you 
peace of mind without breaking the bank. Contact us today to start the conversation. 
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Onboarding
- Engaging new patients

A rock-solid onboarding process is your chance to prove to new patients that they have come 
to the right practice which can help you retain patients for the long term.

So what specific strategies can you make use of to achieve that? Well, 
you can: 

 » Provide a welcome package – New patients 
will feel more confident about your practice 
if they know that your practice has structure 
and processes which are likely to provide them 
with a high level of care. You could provide a 
welcome card, an info pack (that’s valuable/
useful to a new client), or anything else which is 
appropriate to your target market.

 » Track where new members are in your 
onboarding process, whether emails have been 
received and opened – nothing is worse than 
failing to communicate, whether it’s due to 
system or human error.

 » Setup an email series to nurture new patients 
across their first few months with you – this 
helps to not only educate new clients on what 
you do, and more importantly the benefits 
they get, but it also keeps up momentum. They 
don’t forget about you, and you keep building 
familiarity in a leveraged, one-to-many way.

 » Create a member’s only Facebook group where 
you offer many-to-many support, provide 
valuable content and build your tribe.

 » Ensure your operations team are ready, iron-out 
your operational processes to reduce waste and 
make it easy for your new patient (and for you).

By recognising that what matters is to be moving forward.  
To be chipping away consistently, relentlessly, each week  

and each month.
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Interest only loans  
and your investment property

Banks have significantly raised rates for interest-only 
loans, you may now be much better off with a principal & 
interest investment loan. 
Mid 2017, most banks increased their interest-only rates by about 0.40% and reduced rates on 
investment principal and interest loans. This has changed the ‘game plan’ in investment lending as there 
is now only about a 0.50% difference in interest rates between the two loans types.  

Interest-only loans used to be the loan of choice for investors due to lower loan repayments (as the 
repayments don’t include paying off the principal amount) and to maximise negative gearing.  

With the recent increase in IO interest rates, your new weekly repayments are close to the repayments 
you would make on a principal & interest loan, where you have the advantage of also paying down the 
principal debt. 

Check your latest statements and compare it to our chart
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Investment Property Loan
Typical Rates March 2018 (80% LVR)

$300,000 Loan Weekly repayments Loan amount after 5yrs Loan amount after 10yrs

Interest Only 4.64% $290 $300, 000 $300, 000

Principal & Interest 4.09% 
over 30 years

$362 $271,776 $237,184

Difference +$72 -$28,224 -$62,816

We think that it is crucial for all investors with interest-only loans to consider their portfolio and seek 
expert advice to find out if an IO loan is still their best choice.

 
Call Mortgage Choice in Toowoomba & Darling Downs on 4638 8200 or book a meeting online 
and in less than one hour, you will have personalised loan advice at no cost to you.
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Check with your accountant 

Property investors are entitled to claim expenses which are 
directly related to earning your property investment income and 
you must have a record to prove it. Check with your accountant 
to see which of these expenses you can claim:  

 
Maximizing Depreciation 

Depreciation can be a sizable and valuable deduction and is 
often not done well. Capital works deductions apply to structural 
and fixed items within a residential property. For example the 
kitchen cupboards, walls, doors, drawers and shelving. Structural 
items can be depreciated at a rate of 2.5 per cent per year over 
forty years so long as construction commenced after the 15th of 
September 1987.

Plant and equipment assets such as the refrigerator, furniture, 
light fittings, flooring and heating may also entitle the owner to 
claim depreciation deductions. Unlike capital works deductions, 
depreciation for plant and equipment are based on an individual 
effective life and depreciation rate set for each asset by the 
Australian Taxation Office.

When an investor engages a specialist Quantity Surveyor to 
complete a depreciation schedule for their property, they will 
perform a detailed site inspection to make sure that no items are 
missed. Fees paid to have a professionally drafted depreciation 
schedule can also be claimed on tax. The report can be used for 
many years so it’s money well spent.

 » Accounting costs
 » Bank charges
 » Body corporate fees and 

charges
 » Cleaning costs
 » Council and water rates
 » Insurance (building, contents, 

public liability)
 » Land tax
 » Lease preparation, 

registration and lease stamp 
duty

 » Loan interest
 » Pest control costs
 » Property management fees
 » Repairs and maintenance, 

including gardening and 
lawn mowing

 » Travel to the property for 
repairs and inspections
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Property Investment
- Tax checklist

25

Repairs and Maintenance

Repairs and maintenance costs can be 
claimed immediately. It can be a fine line 
between repairs and expenditure of a 
capital nature which must be depreciated 
over time.  If in doubt, speak with your tax 
professional.

Bringing expenses forward

If your income is higher this year you 
can increase your current deductions by 
completing and paying for additional 
repairs prior to the 30th June. There 
may also be scope for prepaying other 
expenses to increase your deductions. 
Seek advice if you are in doubt.

Review your investment finance

Review your investment loans periodically 
to ensure that you not paying too much.
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Myths surrounding your  

Superannuation 
and your Death

Myth 1 – Super is part of your Estate

Your superannuation does not automatically form part of your estate. Superannuation will only be part of 
your estate if you have nominated your estate as the beneficiary.

NB: there is a lot more to estate planning than just a Will!

Myth 2 - Binding Death Benefit Nominations are not important

Without one, a superannuation trustee has complete discretion about to whom the benefit is paid. A 
binding death benefit nomination locks the super fund trustee into paying the benefit to your nominees. 
Most binding death benefit Nominations are only current for three years and should be updated 
whenever you have a change of circumstance, to prevent death benefits going to the wrong people.  
If you have a binding death benefit nomination in place, money can be paid to your loved ones quickly 
when they need it most. Funds in an estate can be locked up for some time.

Myth 3 - Super is tax free on your death

People often aren’t aware of the impact of tax on super, upon your death. Whether tax is required to 
be paid and how much can vary significantly depending on the strategies you have put in place, who 
ultimately inherits your super and what process it has gone through to get to them.

Generally, a spouse or minor child are “dependent beneficiaries” and can inherit your super tax free.  

Myth 4 - Control of a self-managed super fund passes to your 
executor

You may appoint your executor as a replacement trustee or replacement director of a corporate trustee, 
but this does not happen automatically. There is no shortage of case law relating to the unexpected 
consequences following the replacement of SMSF trustees upon their death. It is very important to take 
advice to ensure that the replacement trustees arrangements compliment the member’s overall estate 
planning intentions.

While superannuation does not form part of your estate, is it certainly a major component of your  
Estate Plan. Just imagine your family mourning your passing, as well as grieving the loss of your 
superannuation savings, because of a myth. Far better to have a well-designed estate plan, that can 
direct your death benefit to the right people in a tax effective and efficient manner.
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A quick Google® search is inconclusive on the  
“lane hop” v “select and hold” debate. 
Mythbuster’s say that changing lanes saves time. 
The Discover Magazine cites the very detailed 
study of Redelmeier and Tibshirani which found to 
the contrary. 

In some ways investing can be like negotiating 
the highway, “lane hopping” drivers resemble  
“active” investors who buy and sell often, while 
“select and stay” drivers resemble passive 
investors. 

Active investors believe that they can outperform 
the market by buying low and selling high which 
sounds plausible. However, share markets are 
considered to be “Semi-Strong Form Efficient” 
which means that share prices adjust to publicly 
available new information very rapidly, such that 
no excess returns can be earned by trading on that 
information. 

Picking shares is a bit like picking race horses 
because very few amateurs like us have secret, 
market sensitive information. 

For laypeople, trying to consistently outperform 
the market is like trying to play tennis against 
Roger Federer.  

The “buy and hold” strategy or passive investing 
is the alternative. You buy a diversified portfolio 
of investments and retain them through the 
market ups and downs. The purest form of passive 
investment is the index fund, which contains all the 
securities that make up a particular index (say all 
the 200 stocks in the ASX 200). The size of each 
holding is roughly proportional to its relative size 
in the index. Index fund investors are content 
with the average return of the market less a low 
management fee. 

While the jury is still out on the merits of active 
lane selection on the highway, the question of 
whether active investors will outperform passive 
investors has been settled. Reams have been 
written about the underperformance of active 
managers. Below is a quote from Standard and 
Poors half-yearly report called SPIVA (S & P Indices 
verses Active)

Proventus - Financial Planning Magazine for Medical Professionals28

While driving on the four-lane section 
of the Gold Coast Highway, I have often 

pondered whether those drivers who 
continuously switch from lane to lane, 

get to their destination quicker than 
those who remain in the one lane.
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The Tortoise  &  
The Hare

- Active v Passive Investment

“….. Over the 10-year period ending on Dec. 
31, 2016, more than 80% of international 
equity and Australian bond funds and more 
than 70% of Australian general equity 
and A-REIT funds underperformed their 
respective benchmarks.” (S & P Indices, 
SPIVA Australia Scorecard, end of 2016) 

So why is it that 80% of funds are actively 
managed when they will almost certainly 
underperform in the long term? 

Well, it can partly be explained by the investment 
version of what Redelmeier and Tibshirani above, 
call “lane envy” where the drivers are more 
aware of cars passing them than the cars that are 
falling behind, leading them to wrongly conclude 
that they would be better off changing to the 
lane containing overtaking car. A story at a bar-b-
que about how somebody doubled their money 
on some “blue sky” technology stock is very 
seductive. Conversely telling people about your 
index fund investment which makes the average 
return of the market, is like telling someone you 
just bought a Volvo. 

If you are interested learning about the tortoise 
strategy, there is plenty of information on the  
S & P website, au.spindices.com. You might  
also research “Warren Buffett’s big bet”.
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Practice revenue and profit are the major determinants of the 
market value of the practice. Other factors include prospects for 
growth such as new residential developments in the practice 
catchment area or perceived barriers to growth or the prospects 
for new competition in a new shopping centre. 

We recommend that you invest 
in an accountant who specializes 
in medical practices to prepare a 
“due diligence” report. This will 
require a review of the financial 
statements, the volume and 
cycle of patient consultations, its 
expense structure, and how each 
practitioner’s contribution to 
those expenses is allocated. 

They should be able to comment 
on broader issues within the 
practice including management 
and how well the medical 
practice has been operating. 
Some practices may have poor 
internal systems for patient 
allocation, billing, record keeping 
and scheduling which may inhibit 
efficient patient care, require 
extensive capital investment to 
fix, impact on your profitability 
and create limit your potential 
for growth.

Your accountant will be able to 
assist you to form a view about 

the value of the practice and 
most importantly, to decide 
what how much you would be 
prepared to pay to join. 

Corporate Structure and 
Liabilities

Seek accounting and legal advice 
to ensure the right structures 
and processes are in place from 
the start. Enquire about limiting 
the exposure of your personal 
affairs to your practice liabilities, 
business succession, estate 
planning and tax. 
 » In a partnership, all the 

partners are jointly and 
severally liable for the debts  
of the firm which may put 
their personal assets at risk. 

 » Companies and trusts can 
provide a limit to the extent 
of personal liability. Prior 
to purchase it is important 
to identify and quarantine 
any legacy or contingent 
liabilities.

 » Have your accountant ensure 
that the practice is up to date 
with the payment of its debts 
such as tax, superannuation, 
and employment liabilities. 

 » Ensure that existing financing 
arrangements with external 
financiers are quarantined 
and whether additional 
personal guarantees are 
required. 

Your Control and Influence 
over the Practice

If a practice is operating as a 
company under the control of 
its directors then you should 
examine the parameters of the 
director’s authority to make 
decisions which may affect the 
practice. 

Who decides whether anyone 
should join or leave the practice 
is of critical concern? 
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Factors to consider when buying a 

Medical Practice

What rights do you have to veto 
dilution of your investment by 
taking on new partners? Any 
practice agreements should be 
reviewed before you join.

You should clearly understand 
your responsibilities and 
delegations within the 
organization, including the 
appointment and termination 
employees, capital expenditure, 
borrowings, lease arrangements 
renewals, budgeting, physical 

management the practice 
operates.

Leaving the practice and 
retirement 

In addition to a partnership 
agreement, a “buy/Sell” 
agreement is essential to enable 
you to negotiate in advance, the 
mechanism for your departure or 
the departure of your partners 
from the practice. Issues such 
as valuing the business, how 

departing partners payment is to 
be financed, ownership of patient 
and practice records, provisions 
that restrain you from practicing 
can be very difficult to negotiate 
under pressure once a partner 
has died or decided to leave.

Seek some tips from your 
accountant and ask for a due 
diligence check list when you 
are ready to start looking for a 
practice. 

Submitted by Pioneer Accounting, Duggan Street, Toowoomba. Telephone 07 4632 8584  
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What if I could save tax effectively without locking up my money until I retire?

Superannuation is a tax effective way to save, but you can’t 
access the funds until you retire.

Income from personally owned investments is added to taxable income and Investment income in excess 
of $420pa in the names of your children is taxed at the top marginal rate. Is there an alternative? How 
can you make provision for my children’s education or inheritance, tax effectively?

Consider Investment bonds

An investment bond, also known as an insurance bond, is an investment structure which is taxed 
internally and after ten years, the savings can be withdrawn with no more to pay. The funds within the 
bond can be invested in a wide range of managed funds, to suit your appetite for risk. To make the 
most of the tax benefits, each year you can contribute up to 125% of your previous year’s contribution. 
This can be achieved using a direct debit on your bank account so that funds are transferred to the 
investment bond regularly. 

Tax Effective Saving

Investment income is taxed inside the bond at a nominal rate of 30% and does not add to the taxable 
income of the owner, whether it be yourself or your children. While the nominal tax paid on the earnings 
and capital gains within an investment bond is 30%, this will be reduced by franking credits and tax 
deductions. If the bond is retained for ten years or more, partial or total withdrawals can be made, no 
more tax to pay.

Complementing Superannuation

Superannuation is still the most tax effective structure for retirement saving for most people. However, 
investment bonds can be very effective for those making a belated start on saving for their retirement, 
who may be finding the contribution limits to be an impediment to building up their super.  
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The Investment 
Bonds Alternative
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Estate planning

When an investment bond is set up, you will need to nominate a policy owner (any legal entity), a 
life or lives to be insured and beneficiaries. If the last insured person passes away, the beneficiary 
receives the proceeds from the insurance bond tax free. If there is no nominated beneficiary, the 
proceeds will go to the policy owner or the policy owner’s estate.

Most investment bonds also offer a child advancement policy where ownership of the policy can  
be transferred to a child when they reach a nominated age. Because it doesn’t form part of your 
estate, it is not prone to challenge the way a Will can be. If you are considering using investment 
bonds for estate planning, you should let your solicitor know in case it impacts on the arrangements 
in your wills.

Government benefits, pension and aged care 

If owned by a trust, investment bonds do not generate assessible income or capital gains and are 
not subject to deeming for social security purposes. An investment bond can be used to reduce the 
means tested aged care fee and maximize pension or social security entitlements.

Investment bond strategies. 

Investment bonds can be very useful for:
 » saving for funding your children’s higher 

education,
 » retirement saving where superannuation is 

restrictive or not suitable,
 » saving for high income earners who pay the 

top marginal tax rate,
 » managing income and assets tests for pension 

and aged care planning,
 » passing on wealth that does not form part 

of your estate and where asset protection is 
required,

 » solving potential conflicts and inequities 
between children and grandchildren that 
might be difficult to manage under a Will,

 » providing for children of complex 
arrangements such as previous relationships, 
new relationships or estranged children, and 

 » making charitable bequests to charities, 
hospitals, schools and religious groups.

Investment Bond Superannuation
Unlimited contributions No investment limit Contribution caps
Transfer ownership To any legal entity Highly restricted
Death Benefit nomination Any beneficiary Dependent beneficiary or 

LPR only

Please contact us for more information.
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Ten Great Quotes 
 – (Schwed, 1940)

“One can’t say that figures lie. But figures as used in financial arguments, seem to have the bad habit of 
expressing a small part of the truth forcibly, and neglecting the other part, as do some people we know.”

“For one thing, customers have an unfortunate habit of asking about the financial future. Now, if you 
do someone the single honor of asking him a difficult question, you may be assured that you will get a 
detailed answer. Rarely will it be the most difficult of all answers – “I don’t know.”

“When “conditions” are good, the forward-looking investor buys. But when “conditions” are good, 
stocks are high. Then without anyone having the courtesy to ring a bell, “conditions” get bad.”

“All of these theories are true part of the time; none of them true all of the time. They are, therefore, 
dangerous, though sometimes useful.”

“History does in a vague way repeat itself, but it does it slowly and ponderously, and with an infinite 
number of surprising variations.

“Like all of life’s rich emotional experiences, the full flavor of losing important money cannot be 
conveyed by literature. You cannot convey to an inexperienced girl what it is truly like to be a wife and 
mother. There are certain things that cannot be adequately explained to a virgin by words or pictures.”

“Those classes of investments considered “best” change from period to period. The pathetic fallacy 
is that what are thought to be the best are in truth only the most popular – the most active, the most 
talked of, the most boosted, and consequently, the highest in price at that time.”

“A man who borrows money to buy a common stock has no right to think of himself as a constructive 
social benefactor. His is just another fellow trying to be smart, or lucky, or both.”

“Before October 1929, nobody objected to short sellers except their families. The families objected to 
going bankrupt.”

“The burnt customer certainly prefers to believe that he has been robbed rather than that he has been a 
fool on the advice of fools.”
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Schwed, F. (1940). Where are the Customers’ Yachts: or a hard look  
at Wall Street. Wiley & Sons.
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